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ABSTRACT 4
'eading and writing teach r s c an use visual 4 .

compositions--a grouping of pictures, of -or slideS suggesting a
,unified story or theme--to helpstudents understand style and
organiz.atiOn in writing. Studetts who are categorized aslanguage
deficient, have,clifficulty with invention', or are influenced in
language learning toy visual/spatial inpUt are likely to benefit most
.fro visual stories. During,the first visual presentation, students
should be asked to write a thematic, sentence expressing a central
meaning and providing a point of view far.their.developing theme:
During the second viewing, students should writ inditidual sentences
based on each picture.,Once students underitand the.relatiQnship
petween a particular organizational structure and their own writing,
they can read assignme;ts organized' in a similar way. The reading
selection will be easier to visualize since studefit'S can now compare
it to a concrete referent in their experience. The visual. composition
arrangements provide both concrete experiences to stipulate student
writing and .a nonverbal means of teadhing t.e internal structure of
discourse. (An outline illustrating how seven visual composition'
arrangement6 can influence the writing and understanding of
corresponding styles in written language is includiad.) (HTH)
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VISUAL COMPOSITIONS AND THE.WRiTINePROCESS:

Richard Sinatra, St.., John's- University, Jihaica, New York
. -

o I' .,N.
. .

Te'achers of reading and writing can case visual compositions to
A

help older students achieve understanding of style and organization
A A

in writing: A visual composition is a grouping of,pictures, photos,

or slides which suggests a unified story or theme. Any life experience

that can be captured in pictures -can provide subject matter for a

visual composition. As Eckhart noted,(1977), there is?carcely

subject
0
of school study that cannt be expressed visually. The ob!..

jective in structuring a visual story is to influence student writers

to compose and. write their verbal stories ii an organized way._ Gener-
.

Ally, teachers can organize visual stories to.parallel the structure

of the four traditional .:ialp:des of written discourse-garration, descrip-

tionr'exposition, and argumentation (Sinatra, 1980).

Visual compositions can be pliepared a number " different ways.

Teachers can 15hotOgraph their own visual stories of they can train
//

students in how to, use the camera to create phbto essa.ys (Debes, 1975;

Collins, '1989 The combination of shooting pi4ures, acting out pre-
.

set roles,,and verbalizing about the visual eperierice helped second
.

language learners make solid reading progresVin'oleprogramdescribed

byPDebes and Williams (1974):.

, Single, pictures and, picture sequences drawn from newspapers,
,

magazines, brochures, and textual soprces can also provide stimulating

illustrations for visual stories. Popular magazines such as Life,

.
A ,

4
National Geographic, pr Sports Illustrated generally portray a number

of pictures that relate to one central theme. The cut-out pictures
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Visual Compositions and the Writing Process - continued

can be arranged and reafr anged to tell stories in different ways. Ads

can be used to show students how-decisions they must make in their
-

I

writing are, similar to the ho es that advertising copywriters make

in piomoting products and convincing audiences to buy them (Mtbuade,

1976). However, preparing visual compositions from slide seouenes

is my faVorite way to involve an entire class group in the same con-

crete experience.. Proj,cting slide stories capitalizes on the Movie.

type format, immediately engages the curiosity of the viewer, and

will motivate even the most reluctant writer.!.

Haw Visual Compositions Influence Studeriis

Whije visUal.stbries will generate written expression from all

levels of students, two types benefit, post from their use. .The firdt

type it the one who at been categorized as language deficient and

who has difficulty in conceptualizing or imagining what to write about.
_

The visuals provide a concrete glimpse of life that the stu4ent an

match with his/her own verbal

translated into a verbal one,

account. When the visual story tas been
. , .

4 P 0

the language-deficient student emon-

strates that a language facility exists. The visual composition has

provided a holistic means of conceptualizing a 'hems and away of
-

eliciting and organizing a written paper. The advantage of using

"silent" sequences Of pictures rather4than film with accompanying
t

dialogue is that students &Snot imitate a language, source but compose
.

. I r

the -i-r-cwnvlogica.lv-4vritten-stories_with their own words and senMnce
. , .

/.
,i

structures. I /

I . 1 .
. .

The second type of student who benefitsfrom visual composing is
. . ..

S
. 1 ,

the one who is. influenced in the learning of language. through visual/
, A/ .

.

%...-.. I
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'Visual Composit ons andIThe Writi ?f Process - con'tinued

.
.Y

s tial input, a ctionalogpecialization o the brain's right
1

1

thealphere. This is undoubtedly due to .the influence of the media

4 in clditioning an image- centered view of the world (Postman, 1979),

and to our ever increasiffg,knowledge of how right hemisphere coupe-
.

tent le rs use the right rather than the left hemiSphere for

semantic 'processing (Bannatayne, 1971).

1

.
,

The
1

left brain for most leaners is the 'seat of language Spe-

cializatir. However, recent research suggestipthat some bilingual

groups (Rapairez and Casteneda, 1974), urban, inner -city groups Cohen,
4 .

.
.

1969; Lesse i1971), and bright.youngsters with unexplained realing

'and writing failures (4mmes and Rapoport,' 1972) show strengths pi
%

1

- visual-spatiaktasks and holistic modes or processing. Bannatayne
r

,.

(1971) pointed out that for some people, mostly males,:ihe visual.

spatial brain operates as an executive control center over the w ple .

\ . s

brain including. language funstioninb. Since picture viewing is.An.
. . -

. activity specialized for right brain ktrocessing, picture usage insures
.

that vi:iuospatial competent learneri are not denied eqUal cognitive
re.

opportuniiy'in achieving literacy.

. ,

A key strategy in the use of visual compositions is that pictures.

1 \
.

c

.

provide concrete stimuli for the formation of
%.1,...

imagery. Imagery, the
,

. ,

men91 representation of --thethe picture story once the pictures have been

shown and removed from view, is recalled More powerfully and Gore.

. . /
cr,

.
.

.

rapidly than words an-oen prow
.

ide a meansfOr evoking verbal labels
.

.

(Paivio, 197 )e Aber (1970) bowedhowed in his experiments that the
.

capacity, for recalling pictures wasIvirtualXy unlimited and suggested .'

i i , .

, Tft.

s
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that, linguistic recall might diamatically improve if techniques could

be found to,attach words to visual Images. Sirice imagery is also a_

function of the right I*,ain and is an important element in the pro-
.

duction of.creativity, an educational challenge of our modern era is

to educate both hal ves of the brain to stimulate creativity in young

I

people (Cowan, 1978). The use-of visual compositions provide a-way

of achieving cooperation between hemispheric processing while en.

couraging imagery to old linguistic recall.
... t

.,

Fdur Stages of tisual/Verbhl Integration"
.,

, ,,

) "--- .

Figure 1. shows that four interlocking stagei of visual /verbal

literacy occur with the use of each visual composition and indicates

the processing mode achieved during each stage. Receptive processing

of, visuitl/verbalinput occurs during viewing and reading, while ex-
,

pressive language proces'sing occurs during the composing and writing

states. Jhe sequence of t he stagei also suggests 'that comprehending

a style of disgourse is a direct function of active involvement in

viewing, composing, and writing that particular style.

Figure 1. .Stages of Visuai/Verbal Literacy
Achieved with Visual Compositions -

Stage r

Viewing

non verbal
receptive
input

, .

Stage 2 Stag4,3 Stage 4

Composing ----yriting----- Reading

Visualizing
holistic ,

meaning and
coupling
images with
language

Expressing Comprehending
style and style and or-
organization ganization by
bx applying reconstructing
written language code
language
cod

During'the vi,wing stage, students se

6

a series of pictures th'at

.



hav

w

A-

"a A

been arranged to tell a story ill a patticular way. Generally,
4.

showings of each visual cdmpositiorvare necessary to develop

,

/
th global Adiderstanding and sentence4

letfel relatiohships of stages
.. ..

wo and three,
-
During the first visualpresentation, students sense*

. .

. !the contribution' of each picture to the development of 'a uhified.
. .

/. 2.

/ theme. They shouldbe asked, to 6ompose andipzite a thematic sentence

:.'

/.. whicS expresses that central meaning andimhich provides a point-of-

view for their developin6 theme. During the cOnd viewing

.

visual story,- wstudents caq, rite individual sentences based
r

picture. The important visual/verbal strategy tce impaFt'to

she notion that as each
,1

- -

of the

on .each

students

picture contriblfted a thread of mean;

to the }visual composition, so each sentence should relate to tbe

central idea expressed in the thematic sentence. A common-grammar

appears to underlie both verbal production of sentences and imaginal

production of visualized scene's (Bower, 1972). Thus, composing and

wmating.interact as recalled images provide concrete experiences. for

sentence;and theme construction.
*I

-

, Finally, reading can be strengthened" is an outcome'of-the.

visual/Writing inteNction. Stage four suggests that.paitiCular

styles of written discourse.will become easier to comprehend since41.

r

. .

students have been actively involved in the construction of that- .

style. After viewing and writing a theme..organized a particular way

iv

-ve Figure2.), students can read each others papers or single papers

can --be- projected on the overhead. they cancbe.asked_:to determine if

P4Perscaptured the organizatidnal style of the visual arrangement.

Sentences can be abstracted from a number of papers that form a model



for that organizational styli. Through discussion and the sharing

of, each other's written accounts, students will recognize the or-

ganizatiopal structure which underlies visual/verbal

essence, the four stage process stresses involvement

Insuring that the structure of the subject is meshed

L
or the student (Moffett, l96131.

;

" '

6.

discourse. In

and interaction ,

with the structure

Once students understand the relationship between a particular

organizational structure and their own writing, they can be given
. .

.

reading assignments that are organized in a. similar way. the reading

selection will be easier to. visualize since students can now compare

it to a concrete referent in their. experience. Levin f1973)' felt'

%

that visual imagining aided the-organizational strategies of poor

readers because they unconsciously integrated verbal and visual in-
.

/1 put. He had asked readers strong ih word recognition ability but poor

In orginizational.skills.to imagine a picture for each sentence. in a

I

a

story. They scored 40% higher qn a comprehension test than tad a con-

trol group of similar disabled readers who read the story alone.

Visual Composition Arrangements and Writing Styles

The following figure illustrates that seven visual compoSition

arrangements can influence the writing and understanding of correspond-

ing styles in the written language. Visual Irrangements can contain

any number of pictures or slides. I use sets of two or pore slides

when focusing on.thecomparison/contrest technique in writing and as

many as 30 slides when_developing_a_colorful, narrative account.of the

1
annual student vs. faculty softball

I

game. Visual composition arrange-

ments reflect the way that themes and pictures can be structured while
4

.

lb
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writing s tyle indidates the way that most

. written discise.

'Figure 2.

studentswill model their

Relationship of Visual Compositions
to Written Style and Organization

Visual Composition
Arrangements

Show events in a' sequence
or steps involved in a pro-,,
cess. All sports events, 1,

contests, adventtides, and
process-oriented activities
show'action/occurring in.
sequence...

4

Present a descriptive scene
in which each picture con-
tributes a little more de-
tail to how the scene is
organized., Live and in-
animate objects could be
arranged along horizontal,
vertical or distance planes.

Show how likenesses and
diaereaces exist'aMongst
people, events, and sur-
roundings. Styles of dress,
eating habits, housing con-
ditions are easy to compare
and contrast in visual
arrangements.

Show a picture that presents
a'group7Or class and then a
number 41 pictures which il-
lustrat-exam.pled of that
gl4ss-,--For-a.nstance, show
the group pose of an
athletic team and then each
member of'that team at his/
her position. 1

Writing Style Achieved

Narrative and Sequential Ordering
of Events
Narrative and process-' oriehted con-
struction develops in whidh the
unifying element is time-order or
sequence. The writer fOcuses.on se-
quential tefxing of events. During
initial writing activities, it is
helpful to provide' students with
transition words and- phrases, that -

carry the direction of thought for.;

ward,

Description
The ;triter descries the scene and
arranges features in relation to
each other. Connectives that relate
spatial orientation will help stu-
dents coordinate the positioning of"
characters, objects, and details
within. scenes. .

Comparison/Contrast , k

Students' write about similarities and
differences they see-occurring in the
picture Presentation and learn the
comparison/contrast style of'organi-

. zation. Presenting coordinatirig
conjunctions which Signal contrast
will aid students in the development
of that style.

Enumeration-or Development b' Example
,Students will name the group-to which
the' separate items belong and then
develop each separate item in ensuing
sentences.

7.
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Imply that something happened
as a result of .Something else -

or that a problem exists.
Focus on the central idea
and ihcl ud ¶r enough, pictures
to develop , thatide For in-
stattee, by showing a developing .

storm or hurricane' and then the

Exposition
.A number of expository patterns
may be developed here, i.e., cause
and effect, problem/solution, and
deVelopment by main idea with
supporting details. Sequential
Arrangement may be featured in the
writing style while development of
the'th me occurs./

damage resulting from f at storm,
a cause and effect rela ionship
isrvisually portrayed. A visual
problem can also be s Bested,
with a number of pictures to
.show hdlithat'problem wa's re-
solved.-

FoCus on characters who appears
to be involved a controversy
or, highlight one character who

. Seems tobe persuading another
to act a-certain way.

Combine visual arrangements
to achieve a more detailed
visual story. For insthnce,
the seqpence of an evdnt can
be shown while additional
pictures can highlight the
surroundings or locale in which
one part of the event occurred.

4

4

Argumentation'
The student uses the style of
argumentation or persuasion in
developing the composition.
Specific reasons may be noted in
the details. A dialogue may be
written betweeh characters out-
lining the points of the argument
or controversy.

8.

Combination of Styles
Several writing styles may be a-
chieved. Narrative-descriptive
writing is rather easy to achieve.
Students tell the particular story
dn sequential fashion while'
stopping to describe,places or
scenes in which the action occurred.

TO assist students in the development of a particular writing style,
,

1 often provide them with lists of,connector words and transitional
41.

phrases which are appropriate to that visual/verbal arrangement. The

words can-be distributed after they have completed the two viewings of

the visual composition and have begun to write the verbal account. The.
colneogives help them organizerelationships perceived in the visual

presentation and to achieve smooth coordination between sentences.

. . 1 0
t .
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For instance, to aid narrative and sequential writing, it is helpful
.

t

.,to provide .studentswith transition,worls and phrases, such as "next...
V

t meanwhile... furthergore. besides..., in'addition to...therefare..:
I

a ,
_-

conseggently"..,Which carry the direction of thought f6rward. Spatial
. . , i

.
,

...

connectors such as nnehrby... .icross ....above... below...here" help
.

students organize features Within descriptive scenes and relate details
. . , . ,

in proximity to each other. Coordinating con junctions such as "but....
.

4^,

3

.1 ,

9.

I;

however... although" will help students, contrast ideal4In another' 4-
(

,

,

,

i

source, the most frequent connector words in the written language have

been arranged to parallel their use in picture .story presentatibps

.(Sinetra, 1981).
. , // t

/ .

.. i
'

.

Using visual compositions will involvia students in
.

writing'and compre-

hending processes while aOieving whole brain input in 4teiaildy develop-

ment. Composing is aided by/ the use of organized visdal stories which

help students conceptualize a unified theme. Providing connector words

with particular visual themes will further assist students in visualizing'

relationships and connecting ideas in writing. The visual composition

arrangements provide both concrete experiehces to stimulAte student

writing and a non-verbal means of teaching the internal strlictureof

discourse.
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